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What are the major goals of the project? 
The overarching science goal of the project is to advance Earth System science by proposing a 
more realistic representation of physical processes in a Greenland fjord to enable future studies 
of ice-sheet/ocean interactions and their impact on the Greenland Ice Sheets (GrIS) (in many 
fjords) and on pan-Arctic climate variability. 

To achieve this objective, we proposed to build a new, separate, high-resolution ocean model 
for use in Earth System Models (ESMs) to realistically represent the complex three-dimensional 
physics of the fjord, its bathymetry, coastlines, and coupling with both ice-shelf and the outer 
ocean around Greenland using discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods.

Approach 
The main goals of this project were to develop a new modeling component capable of 
simulating non-hydrostatic processes in narrow and geometrically complicated channels while 
using an unstructured mesh to connect large open ocean scales of motion with small-scale ice/
ocean interface processes. We call it NUMO for Non-hydrostatic Unified Model of the Ocean. 
The goal was to build NUMO first as a stand-alone module that can then be coupled with other 
E3SM components. The breakdown of the tasks proposed to complete the project is as 
follows:

1. Selection of the proper continuous equations (governing equations),

2. The construction of the time integration scheme,

3. Proper treatment of boundary conditions, including ice/ocean interface, free-surface, and 
open ocean boundary

4. The best candidate for the numerical methods for approximating the governing equations,

5. Improvement of performance of the iterative solvers

6. The creation and handling of the mesh generation for the complex fjord geometries,

7. Validation and verification of the model,

8. Integration of all modeling steps (geometry extraction, mesh generation, simulations) into 
an easy to use workflow, and

9. Simulation of the Sermilik Fjord.

What was accomplished under these goals? 
The accomplishments under the stated goals are the following:

1. Governing equations 
In the early stages of the project, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in non-
conservation form were selected for testing. Due to the inclusion of NUMO into the GNuMe 
framework (Galerkin Numerical Modeling Environment, see below), other forms of the 
governing equation are readily available (e.g., compressible Navier-Stokes and shallow water), 




2. Time integration 
A state-of-the-art time integration method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is 
the velocity-correction scheme of Karniadakis et al. 1991. We have chosen this method for the 
NUMO model as it was extensively tested with the continuous Galerkin method (for example 
Karniadakis and Sherwin 2013), mostly in engineering applications. The method advances in 
time the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations by splitting operators into those evaluated 
explicitly (non-linear, gravity and Coriolis terms), followed by an implicit solution of the Poisson 
equation for pressure and correcting the explicit velocity prediction with a pressure gradient, 
which enforces the incompressibility constraint. Finally, the velocity is updated with the viscous 
terms by solving an implicit vector Helmholtz equation with appropriate velocity boundary 
conditions. For some special cases of boundary conditions, all three components of velocity 
can be solved independently, which greatly reduces the complexity of the Helmholtz equation 
solver from a 3Nx3N system to three NxN systems, where N is the number of degrees of 
freedom. In NUMO we rely on this uncoupled solution strategy and derive boundary condition 
formulations that allow us to exploit this. However, the biggest computational cost is still the 
pressure solver due to the much worse conditioning of the Poisson system.

3. Boundary conditions 
3.1.Pressure 
Since the pressure in incompressible Navier-Stokes plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier 
rather than a prognostic variable, pressure boundary conditions are not defined (unless we 
have a free-surface, where the pressure is given by the atmospheric pressure). For that reason, 
we use a high-order consistent boundary condition for pressure (Karniadakis et al. 1991) 
derived from the momentum equation by taking its dot product with a boundary normal vector. 
This allows us to maintain high-order convergence of the numerical scheme by mitigating the 
splitting errors (Guermond & Shen 2003). The verification of this boundary condition 
implementation is discussed in Section 7.1.

3.2. Velocity 
To realistically represent the motion of the ocean, we have implemented a number of velocity 
boundary conditions. The no-slip wall boundary condition assumes no velocity at the wall and 
results in generation of a boundary layer near the wall. Since fjord-scale mesh resolutions do 
not accurately capture the boundary layer, we have also implemented a free slip boundary 
condition, where the velocity in the tangential direction is not constrained, but the wall-normal 
velocity is required to vanish. For general geometries (where boundaries are not aligned with 
the coordinate system), this condition couples the velocity components at the boundary, which 
requires a coupled Helmholtz solve. We have implemented an approximate free-slip condition, 
which enforces zero normal velocity without the need of a fully coupled solve. This approach 
was used in the validation cases requiring the non-aligned boundaries with satisfactory results.

3.3. Ice/ocean interface 
To model the thermodynamic conditions at the ice/ocean interface, we have implemented a 
three-equation model of Jenkins et al. (2001), which compute the heat and salinity flux through 
this boundary. This implementation is still being tested. We have resigned from the initially 
proposed implementation of a turbulent plume parameterization, as the validation results show 
that NUMO can very well represent turbulent effects as an ILES (Implicit Large Eddy 
Simulation) model.

We have investigated possibilities for prescribing the subglacial discharge as an actual mass 
inflow to the domain, but due to the incompressibility assumption (and the temporary lack of 
free-surface representation which can accommodate the domain volume changes) we have 
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decided only to prescribe the discharge temperature (freezing point) and salinity (0 psu) as a 
Dirichlet condition, without the actual mass flow through that boundary. We show the 
preliminary validation of this approach in Section 7.6.

3.4. Open ocean restoring zone 
In tune with the assumption that there is no inflow to the domain from the subglacial discharge, 
at the open ocean boundary, we have set-up a restoring zone, which forces the water column 
to a pre-defined profile but does not allow any fluid to enter or escape the domain. Such an 
approach was sufficient to create circulation, visible in the validation case described in Section 
7.6. 

3.5. Ocean free-surface 
For all the validation tests presented in this report, we have used a rigid lid assumption for the 
ocean surface. We have been working on an implementation of the ocean free-surface using 
the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach, where the surface can move freely with the 
physical surface velocity, and the mesh in the domain would adjust to the changing domain 
boundaries. The tests have shown stability issues in this approach. We believe that with a 
robust formulation of the physical condition at the surface this approach will be very effective 
for future NUMO simulations.

4. Numerical methods 
In the initial phase of the project, we have used the components of the NUMA code 
(Nonhydrostatic Unified Model of the Atmosphere) to build a separate ocean code (NUMO). 
This prototype was built using the continuous Galerkin (CG) method only. This allowed us to 
find similarities in the implementation of the incompressible (NUMO) and compressible (NUMA) 
Navier-Stokes equations and eventually led to forming the GNuMe (Galerkin Numerical 
Modeling Environment) framework which hosts both the atmospheric and ocean components 
in one code. This shared infrastructure allows the NUMO component to take advantage of all 
NUMA developments, and vice versa. Due to this merger, NUMO has now access to an 
assortment of time and spatial discretization methods, solvers, stabilization techniques, mesh 
adaptation, etc. Although the presented NUMO results (see Validation and Verification section) 
are obtained with the CG method, GNuMe is built using unified continuous/discontinuous 
Galerkin technology. In this project we have not tested the discontinuous Galerkin method for 
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations since the continuous method was delivering 
satisfactory results, and we were focusing on implementing the representation of key physical 
processes in the model. 

GNuMe carries three spatial discretization methods: CGc (CG with continuous representation), 
CGd (CG with discontinuous representation), and DG (which uses a discontinuous 
representation). NUMO is able to run using both CGc and CGd and the only difference 
between CGd and DG is that for DG we rely on fluxes only to handle all communication across 
elements and processor boundaries. The difficulty we have faced with DG for NUMO stems 
from an efficient DG solution for the pressure Poisson problem. Once this is resolved, DG will 




Figure 1. A schematic of the 
ocean free surface 
implementation using the ALE 
method with a moving mesh.
5. Iterative solvers 
GNuMe by default uses a GMRES general purpose iterative Krylov space solver with custom-
made (for compressible Euler equations) polynomial based non-linearly optimized (PBNO) 
preconditioner (Carr et al. 2016). NUMO inherited this approach. However, we have 
implemented a boundary condition lifting technique to ensure a symmetric linear system (for 
either Poisson or Helmholtz equations), which allows us to use a cheaper (per iteration) 
conjugate gradient solver. This approach proved more efficient for most validation simulation. 
Its performance, however, can be further improved by implementing a preconditioner tailored 
to the pressure Poisson equation which respects the system symmetry requirement of the 
conjugate gradient solver. The implementation of the conjugate gradient preconditioner was 
not addressed in this project. 

6. Mesh generation 
Our primary tool for mesh generation was GMSH (Geuzaine and Remacle 2009). It is capable 
of generating two-dimensional unstructured meshes for arbitrary geometry, with a possibility of 
extruding the mesh in the third direction (albeit with a structured mesh in that direction). We 
have used GMSH to set-up the validation tests that we show in this report. NUMO can read 
those meshes using the p4est (Isaac et al. 2015) library, which can then subdivide the received 
mesh to a required resolution. In this report, we present validation results with unstructured 
meshes in either the horizontal or vertical direction.

6.1. Bolt unstructured mesh generator 
To overcome the limitation of GMSH, which bounded us to use only 2d unstructured meshes 
with structured (yet possibly non-uniform) mesh in the third direction, we have explored a 
possibility of using the Bolt mesh generator (based on SANDIA’s CUBIT software). This 
approach allowed us to use realistic fjord bathymetry (see Section 9) to create fully 
unstructured meshes with the caveat that Bolt does not guarantee that all the elements in the 
mesh are hexagonal. With a proper choice of parameters and domain geometry simplifications, 
we were able to create the all-hexagonal mesh for the Sermilik Fjord. The outstanding 
challenge, not adequately addressed in the Bolt software, is the application of custom 
boundary conditions, which will require some additional programming effort to incorporate Bolt 
meshes into NUMO fully.

7. Validation and Verification 
To verify the correctness of the implemented numerical methods, boundary conditions, and 
time marching schemes we have used classic incompressible Navier-Stokes tests, namely the 
Kovasznay flow and the Taylor vortex, both with analytic solutions under a particular choice of 
boundary conditions. This verification step was followed with a validation of buoyancy effects 
in NUMO for different mesh configurations.

7.1. Kovasznay flow 
The Kovasznay flow (Kovasznay 1948) is a two-dimensional steady-state case, designed to 
test the space discretization and pressure boundary condition implementation. Figure 2 shows 
the convergence plot for the u-velocity component (similar plots are obtained for v) against a 
square root of the total number of nodal points, which is a proxy measure for the inverse of 
effective resolution. The two panels of the plot present convergence on a structured (a) and 
unstructured (b) mesh and such resolution proxy allows us to compare the results, as a direct 
measure of one-dimensional resolution is impossible for an unstructured mesh. The three lines 
correspond to three simulation sets, each with a different (constant) polynomial order (Np = 3, 4 
or 6) and variable element resolution. In each case, the basic mesh is created with the GMSH 
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software and subdivided with p4est to achieve the desired resolution. Within each element, the 
number of nodal points is defined by the polynomial order, and the distribution of nodal points 
is not uniform. The effective resolution is defined as an average distance between nodal points 
within the element. Theoretically, we expect a convergence rate Np+1, so for polynomial orders 
Np = 3, 4 and 6 we expect convergence rates 4, 5 and 7 respectively. Here we show rates of 
3.05, 4.87 and 7 for the structured mesh in panel (a), which is very close to the optimal rate. 
The only exception is the Np=3 result, where the convergence rate is significantly lower than 4, 
but this may be because we use inexact integration, which was shown (Giraldo 1998) to affect 
the accuracy of simulations with polynomial order 3 or less. We are aiming to run production 
simulations at polynomial order 4 or higher.

In panel (b) we see a convergence plot for the unstructured mesh. The dashed line shows the 
result from panel (a) for reference. The convergence rates are comparable to (or better than) the 
structured mesh results, which indicates that the numerical method is implemented correctly 
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Figure 2. Horizontal velocity convergence rates for Kovasznay flow L2 error norm is 
plotted against the square root of a total number of nodal points, which is a proxy for 
the inverse of resolution comparable between structured (left) and unstructured (right) 
mesh. Three sets of simulations are run for polynomial orders Np = 3, 4, 6. Numbers 
above the lines denote the computed convergence rate (slope of each line in the log-
log scale) for each simulation set. Dashed lines in the right plot are the convergence 
lines for structured mesh (taken from the left plot).
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Time convergence for Taylor vortex flow 
L2 error norm is plotted against the time step size. 
Siffly-stable backward differentiation formula (BDF) 
of the first and second order was implemented.
and achieves an arbitrarily high order of spatial accuracy for the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equation on unstructured meshes. We have run a number of different unstructured meshes with 
a similar outcome. The slightly higher convergence rates in panel (b) may be a consequence of 
the unstructured mesh focusing the resolution near the left domain boundary, where more 
features of the Kovasznay flow exist and thus resolving them better than the uniform mesh of 
comparable average resolution.

7.2. Taylor vortex 
The Taylor vortex case features an unsteady flow with a special choice of Dirichlet velocity 
boundary conditions. It is meant to test the time integration scheme. We have implemented a 
stiffly-stable backward differentiation formula (BDF) of first and second order. Figure 3 presents 
the time convergence study. We see that both schemes attain the theoretical convergence 
throughout the range of time-steps tested.

7.3. Lock-exchange 
The next step after successful verification of the implementation of numerical methods was to 
test how the model represents the physical processes. We chose a test case which features 
non-hydrostatic flow in a simplified geometry. The lock-exchange case features strong 
buoyancy effects, turbulent dynamics, as well as gravity currents which test the 
implementation of free-slip boundary conditions. It is initialized by placing warm and cold fluids 
next to each other in an elongated box domain. Due to the difference in buoyancy of both 
fluids, the hot/cold front evolves and forms Kelvin-Helmholtz rotors (see Figure 4a). At the top 
and bottom walls gravity currents form, and by tracking the velocity of those fronts, we can 
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(a) t = 25 s
(b) t = 50 s
(c) t = 100 s
Figure 4. Snapshots of the temperature field (red T = 0.5 C, blue T = -0.5 C) of the lock-exchange 
test case at three different times (a) t = 25 s, (b) t = 50 s, (c) t = 100 s. Initially separated warm and 
cold fluids interact forming Kelvin-Helmholtz rotors and two gravity currents at the top and bottom 
walls (panel (a)). The top boundary condition is a velocity free-slip, and the bottom boundary is 
velocity no slip. At later stages, both fronts interact with side walls and form complex interactions 
(panel (b)). Eventually, the flow settles into stratified layers with warm fluid on top of the cold one 
(panel (c)). Physical diffusion and mixing cause the formation of a mixed layer (light-red to light-
blue colors). The simulation is stable (with the physical viscosity coefficients of water and no 
additional stabilization) until later times, where the flow settles completely. 
quantitatively compare this simulation with results available in the literature. The bottom wall 
had a no-slip condition, while the top wall has a free-slip boundary, resulting in different 
behavior of the gravity currents. We measured the velocity of both fronts and reported it as a 
Froude number, which relates the front velocity (inertial forces) to the gravity forces. Table 1 
presents the comparison with other simulations and laboratory experiments in the literature for 
similar values of the Grasshoff (Gr - a ratio of buoyant to viscous forces) and Prandtl (Pr - a 
ratio of viscosity and thermal diffusivity) numbers. For both settings of Prandtl number NUMO 
achieves a good match with other results, particularly with Hiester et al. (2011), who used a 
four times higher resolution (0.25 mm) with a finite element method, and the DNS result of 
Cantero et al. (2007), as well as a 2D simulation of Hartel et al. (2000). The disparity between 
the result of Fringer et al. (2007) may be explained by a much more diffusive finite volume 
method used by that group. Formally infinite Prandtl number (when the thermal diffusivity is 
zero) of that simulation, is probably significantly lower than NUMO’s Pr=6.74 due to numerical 
diffusion. This result validated the representation of buoyancy effects in a 2D simulation in 
NUMO. 

7.4. Simplified two-dimensional fjord 
To compare the lock-exchange case with results from the literature, we have set it up as a flow 
in a box 0.8 m long and 0.1 m high, with an effective resolution of 0.001m distributed uniformly 
throughout the domain. To demonstrate that NUMO can equally effectively simulate realistic 
fjord dimensions, we have increased the domain depth to 1 km and modified the domain shape 
to include a bathymetry feature (“sill”) and a non-vertical sidewall representing an undercut 
glacier face. We have kept all non-dimensional numbers the same as for the lock-exchange 
case, which resulted in significantly increased viscosity and thermal diffusivity coefficient 
values. We have initialized the simulation in the same way as the lock-exchange case. Figure 5 
shows several snapshots from that simulation for different times, along with the unstructured 
grid in the vicinity of the left domain boundary. Since there is no reference data to compare this 
result against, we have visually analyzed the behavior of the flow over the sill and along the 
non-straight “glacier” interface and did not notice any visible issues, increasing our confidence 
in the model’s ability to handle complex geometries. 

7.5. Three-dimensional density current on a slope 
The next step in the validation of NUMO was to check its performance on a three-dimensional 
case with realistic dimensions. We chose the density current on a 10 km slope, with the depth 
ranging from 400 m to 1 km, and the width of the domain 2 km. The case was adopted from 




NUMO 2D 1.25x106 6.74 0.420 0.482
Hiester et al. (2011) 2D 1.25x106 - 0.417 0.482
Fringer et al. (2006) 2D 1.25x106 - 0.396 0.428
Simpson & Britter (1979) EXP 4.8x106 ~7 0.432 -
NUMO 2D 1.25x106 0.71 0.407 0.475
Hartel et al. (2000) 2D 1.25x106 0.71 0.406 0.477
Cantero et al. (2007) 3D 1.5x106 0.71 0.407 -
Table 1. Comparison of 
Froude number of the lock-
exchange simulation with 
NUMO and available results 
in the literature. NUMO was 
run in a two-dimensional 2D 
mode and is compared to 
similar 2D models, as well as 
a laboratory experiment by 
Simpson & Britter and a 3D 
direct numerical simula-tion 
by Cantero et al. 
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional 
density current on a slope. The 
simulation is initialized with 
dense, salty water placed at the 
top of a 10 km slope, which is 
allowed to flow down the slope. 
The figure plots only the water 
with salinity above the 0.1 psu 
threshold. The unstructured 
vertical mesh is shown in the 
background, where the fine 
mesh is located near the ocean 
bottom, and the surface 
remains relatively coarse. The 
visible initial mesh was further 
subdivided three times to 







Figure 5. Simplified two-
dimensional fjord 
simulation with 
unstructured mesh and 
lock-exchange fjord 
initialization - snapshots 
at different times (a) t = 0 
s, (b) t = 25s, (c) zoom-in 
at t = 50 s, (d) zoom-in 
at t = 70 s. Panel (e) 
presents the zoom-in on 
the mesh in the vicinity 
of the left domain 
boundary (the “glacier 
interface”). 
(c)
water near the top and allowed the fluid to flow down the slope (Figure 6a). The initial non-
uniform distribution of the salty water caused the flow to evolve into a three-dimensional flow 
(Figure 6b). An additional validation check, in this case, is that we prescribe the velocity profile 
at the top of the slope (carefully balanced such that the net flow into the domain is zero), and 
the no-stress outflow at the bottom of the slope, such that the fluid can freely escape the 
domain. Following the literature, we have prescribed different viscosity and salinity diffusivity in 
the horizontal (  ) and vertical (  ) directions. 

In this case, we have used an unstructured mesh to capture the front accurately with the 
polynomial expansion order Np = 4. The effective resolution in the horizontal direction varied 
from 5 m near the bottom to 25 m near the surface. In the stream-wise direction, the effective 
resolution was uniform at 25 m due to the limitations of the GMSH software to be able to 
create an unstructured quadrilateral mesh only in two directions. To compare NUMO to the 
literature, in Figure 7 we plot the front velocity, normalized by the bulk inflow velocity (for that 
quantity we count only the positive velocity coming into the domain, as the actual mean inflow 
velocity is zero by design). We see an excellent match with the high-resolution simulation by 
Ozgokment et al. (2000), and good agreement with the experiment. This result reassured us 
that buoyancy effects in NUMO are correctly represented for 3d simulations on unstructured 
meshes, regardless whether the source of buoyancy difference was temperature or salinity 
difference. Worth to notice was also the scale of the simulation, which with over 4.8 million 
points could correspond to the size of an entire fjord simulation at a coarser variable resolution. 
This simulation was run on 1000 cores of a Hamming cluster at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. This was not a test or a limit of the scalability of the code, but merely a check that the 
code performs well on a parallel computer.

7.6. Subglacial discharge in a box-fjord 
As described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we model the subglacial discharge as heat and salinity 
flux, without actual mass inflow into the domain. To test this approach, we have set up a box-
fjord domain with dimensions 1.5 km x 1 km x 0.5 km. This domain was set up to test the 
interaction of the subglacial discharge and open ocean boundary conditions and is not 
representative of an actual fjord. Figure 8 presents a result of this simplified test. We have 
initialized the domain with zero velocity, and profiles of temperature and salinity representing 
fjord conditions (Chauché et al. (2014)). Setting a Dirichlet boundary condition for temperature 
(freezing point) and salinity (0 psu) at the region where the discharge would occur initiates a 
circulation. For testing purposes the discharge region was grossly overestimated, spanning the 
entire width of the fjord and the depth between 400 and 500 m. The open ocean condition is 
modeled as a restoring zone within 500 m from the right boundary, without any actual mass 
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Figure 7. Normalized front velocity for the 
density current on the slope. NUMO 
result (dark blue solid line) is compared 
with a high-resolution simulation of 
Ozgokmen et al. (2004) (red circles) and 
an experiment by Monaghan et al. (1999) 
(yellow band). For normalization, we have 
used the bulk mean of the positive inflow 
velocity at the top of the slope.
exchange through the boundary. The figure shows that the fresh water from the discharge rises 
and freshens the surface. To improve the visibility of this process, we have represented in blue 
color the salinity below 30 psu. The colormap is shown at the back wall only (the blue color on 
the right boundary is for contrast with the white arrow only). This process of freshening the 
surface is countered, however, by the restoring zone near the open ocean boundary (right wall 
in dark blue color). Velocity vectors show a clear recirculation zone there, and the column 
salinity is restored to a prescribed initial profile. This way the water that flows into the fjord from 
the bottom of the restoring zone has the properties of the open ocean water column, 
mimicking the realistic circulation in a fjord. This validation is still in progress, and we are 
testing this case along with the three-equation implementation of the ice/ocean boundary, and 
plan to compare the results to similar idealized test cases in the literature. 

8. Workflow integration 
The goal in developing NUMO was not only to create an advanced mathematical software, but 
also a tool that can be used easily by researchers to run simulations and produce science 
results. To that end, we have created a modeling workflow, which includes several software 
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Figure 9. A schematic of the NUMO modeling system workflow. The geographic 
information is extracted from a database using QGIS software (or any other GIS 
software capable of exporting data in a viable format). The extracted geographical 
data (coastline and bathymetry) is read by the mesh generation software, where 
we use either GMSH or (still in preliminary phase) Bolt. The mesh is passed into 
the GNuMe framework, where the p4est library is subdividing the mesh to the 
required resolution. Such prepared mesh can be used by NUMO (or any other 
framework component) to run simulations. 
Figure 8. A preliminary test of 
subglacial discharge and open-
ocean restoring in a small box-fjord. 
The white arrows represent velocity 
vectors, the color map at the back-
wall shows the salinity, with warm 
colors (red) for high PSU values. 
Recirculation and forcing towards 
prescribes salinity profile visible near 
the open ocean boundary (right wall 
in dark blue).
components. At the first stage, the geographical information is read from a database by the 
QGIS program, with which the user extracts the desired coastline and bathymetry of a fjord. 
This information is passed to a mesh generator. By default, we have used GMSH, which is 
limited, however, to 2d-unstructured meshes, with 1d mesh extrusion to create a fully three-
dimensional domain. This approach worked well for validation test cases. For more 
complicated three-dimensional geometries (like actual fjords) we have tested Bolt, which can 
provide a 3d-unstructured mesh. The mesh information is passed to the p4est library, which is 
responsible for subdividing the initial mesh to the desired resolution. This step is crucial in 
achieving good parallel performance, as the mesh is stored in an oct-tree structure, enabling 
easy and fast element re-distribution among the processors. Finally, such a formatted mesh is 
used by NUMO (or any other framework component) to produce the simulation.

9. Sermilik Fjord 
This point was not fully addressed and is a topic of current research. The following describes 
the steps we took to set-up a simulation of the Sermilik Fjord. Once this point is completed, we 
will submit the results presented in this report as an article to the Ocean Modeling journal.
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Figure 10. The mesh generation steps of a 
Sermilik Fjord domain. Panel (a) presents a 
satellite image of the Sermilik Fjord - Helheim 
Glacier system (source: Google Maps). The 
bathymetry extracted from the BedMachine 
v3 dataset and converted to a 3D STL format 
is presented in panel (b). Panel (c) shows the 
hexahedral mesh generated from the STL 
geometry by the Bolt software. 
(a)
(b) (c)
The final demonstration of the ability of NUMO to simulate realistic geometry of a fjord is the 
Sermilik Fjord case. The Sermilik Fjord interacts with the Helheim glacier, which is one of the 
most active glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet. The system features a long and winding 
channel with many small side channels. The ocean comes into contact with ice in one of the 
major side channels of the fjord, about 100 km upstream from the ocean. Figure 10a shows a 
satellite image of this system, with the glacier visible in the top left. 

Our approach to modeling this system was to capture the realistic bathymetry as close as 
possible. To that end, we have extracted a 3D STL model from the BedMachine v3.0 dataset 
(Morlighem et al. 2017) using the QGIS software (Fig. 10b). The 3D model was then read into 
Bolt, and a hexahedral mesh was generated (Figure 10c). Since Bolt does not guarantee all 
hexahedral meshes, to facilitate the process we had to modify the bathymetry slightly by 
removing some of the small side channels, but the bulk of bathymetry features remained intact, 
including some of the islands. This mesh is stored in the .inp format, which is readily readable 
by NUMO. 

The challenge which we have faced is that Bolt does not provide the same capability of 
prescribing custom boundary conditions as GMSH does. The challenge lies in being able to tag 
specific geometry features (faces and volumes). NUMO can translate those tags into specific 
boundary and volume (i.e., restoring) conditions. Once this is addressed, we anticipate being 
able to initialize this 3d unstructured mesh with water column conditions similar to the ones 
described in Section 7.6. By prescribing the subglacial discharge conditions at the glacier 
interface, and the restoring zone at the open ocean boundary, we plan to initialize the 
circulation in the fjord. Such simulation will be a demonstration of the capability of NUMO to 
use realistic bathymetry in the modeling of fjord processes. 

We have set up a mesh of Sermilik Fjord using only the coastline data and uniform depth (no 
realistic bathymetry) throughout the fjord using the GMSH mesh generator. Due to GMSH 
limitations, we were able to create the unstructured mesh only in the horizontal direction (Fig. 
11a). Figure 11b shows the initial salinity field of such case, with the subglacial discharge 
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Figure 11. 2d unstructured mesh of Sermilik 
Fjord generated by the GMSH software (panel 
(a)). The mesh is read into NUMO and 
initialized with a salinity profile, along with the 




visible in the lower right part of the domain (corresponding to the glacier interface). This 
approach is a viable one if one is willing to simplify the bathymetry of the fjord significantly, but 
currently provides an easy way to prescribe boundary conditions. 

10. Future directions 
Future work on the Sermilik Fjord simulation will include finishing setting up the full 3d 
unstructured simulation with appropriate boundary conditions, and running the initialization of 
this simulation to achieve a steady circulation in the fjord. We believe that this will demonstrate 
the ability of NUMO to utilize realistic bathymetry for fjord simulation and complete the article 
manuscript, which we prepare for publication in the Ocean Modeling journal.

An alternative approach, in case the integration of the Bolt software with NUMO proves 
difficult, is to incorporate bathymetry into the GMSH mesh. This will require a simplification of 
the bathymetry but is a viable alternative to the fully unstructured approach.

What opportunities for training and professional 
development has the project provided? 
During this project, Michal Kopera delivered eleven oral presentations and two poster 
presentations on the development of NUMO in domestic and international conferences, 
workshops and seminars. Research performed for this project propelled Kopera to an Assistant 
Professor position at the Department of Mathematics of the Boise State University in Boise, ID, 
where he further pursues the development of NUMO.

How have the results been disseminated to 
communities of interest? 
Members of our team have given a number of presentations at scientific conferences and 
invited seminars:

• Kopera, M.A., Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “A New Ice-sheet/Ocean Interaction Model for 
Greenland Fjords using High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Method”, AGU 2015 (poster), 
San Francisco, CA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “A New Ice-sheet/Ocean Interaction Model for 
Greenland Fjords using High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Method”, ACME PI meeting, 
June 7, 2016, Rockville, MD

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “NUMO: The Non-hydrostatic Unified Model of 
the Ocean for ice-sheet / ocean interactions”, International Glaciological Society 
Symposium, July 10, 2016, La Jolla, CA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “The development of the Non-hydrostatic 
Unified Model of the Ocean (NUMO): validation and roadmap to high-resolution simulations 
of Sermilik Fjord”, AGU December 13, 2016, San Francisco, CA

• Giraldo, F.X., Abdi, D.Sl, Kopera M.A., “The NUMA/NUMO Model for Atmosphere and 
Ocean Dynamics, AGU December 14, 2016, San Francisco, CA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “NUMO: the Non-hydrostatic Unified Model of 
the Ocean for ice-sheet/ocean interaction. Phase1: Model development”, RASM workshop 
October 24, 2016, Monterey, CA
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• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., Tulaczyk, S., “A new computational approach to 
modeling of ice-sheet / ocean interactions in Greenland’s Fjords”, Whole Earth Seminar 
2016, Santa Cruz, CA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “High-order continuous/discontinuous Galerkin 
method for modeling ice-sheet/ocean interactions in Greenland fjords”, Invited seminar, 
Feb. 10 2017, Warsaw, Poland

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “NUMO: a new high-order continuous/ 
discontinuous Galerkin method model for ice-sheet/ocean interaction in Greenland’s 
fjords”, Workshop on Numerical Methods for Atmosphere and Ocean, Feb. 14 2017, 
Imperial College London, UK

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “High-order continuous/discontinuous Galerkin 
method for modeling ice-sheet/ocean interactions in Greenland fjords”, Geophysical and 
Astrophysical Fluid Dynamics Seminar, Feb. 20 2017, Santa Cruz, CA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “Using discontinuous Galerkin method for 
modeling ice-sheet/ocean interactions in Greenland Fjords”, Finite Element Forum, Apr. 7 
2017, Rome, Italy

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “NUMO: Non-hydrostatic Unified Model of the 
Ocean for ice-sheet/ocean interactions in Greenland fjords”, HILAT-RASM meeting, May, 
2017, Seattle, WA

• Kopera, M.A. Maslowski, W., Giraldo, F.X., “Toward a new ice-sheet/ocean interaction 
model (NUMO) for Greenland Fjords”, AGU Fall Meeting, December 2017, New Orleans, LA

• Kopera, M.A., “Adaptive high-order continuous/discontinuous Galerkin model of the ocean 
with application to Greenland fjords.” Boise State University, Boise, ID
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